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We have recorded, near 4.3 μm, transmission spectra of pure CO2 gas inserted between the windows of an
extremely thin absorption cell. This was done for three pressures using a Fourier transform spectrometer and five
optical paths between 0.17 and 1.15 μm. For these conditions, the line broadening induced by molecule-surface
collisions can be studied under “clean” confinement conditions, i.e., between two parallel well-polished crystal
surfaces separated by a known distance. This is in opposition with previous investigations using porous materials
which involve pores of unknown dimensions with corrugated inner surfaces of ill-defined shapes. The analysis
of the spectra shows that the line broadening due to the collisions of the molecules with the cell windows is
independent of the optical transition and inversely proportional to the confinement length. Furthermore, the
measured values are quantitatively reproduced if one assumes that a single CO2-surface collision is sufficient to
interrupt the rotating-dipole coherence. This gives a proof, here for the CO2-sapphire system, of an assumption
proposed many years ago and opens promising perspectives for the optical probing of porous materials.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.93.012516

While many studies have investigated the properties of
tightly confined atomic vapors, including their absorption,
fluorescence and magneto-optical spectra (e.g., [1-10] and
those therein), much less has been done for molecules.
The reason for this is likely that the intensities of their
absorption lines being relatively small, tight confinements
between parallel surfaces (thus very short optical paths) leads
to very weak absorptions that are difficult to measure. All
the available studies have hence used porous materials which
provide significant paths [11,12] while confining the molecules
in pores of submicron dimensions. Such investigations showed
that the absorption lines are broadened (e.g., [12–15]) by the
collisions of the molecules with the inner surfaces of the pores.
However, the latter and the pore sizes and shapes are ill defined
and unknown. Studying the absorption spectra of molecular
gases under “clean” and controlled confinement conditions
is thus relevant for two reasons. From the “fundamental”
point of view it would bring information on molecule-surface
collision processes. The variations of the resultant linewidths
with the confinement length would enable a measurement of
the efficiency of such collisions. Relating the confinement
dimensions to the line broadening is also of “practical” interest
since it would enable the optical probing of porous materials
(e.g., aerogels, xerogels, ceramics) which have numerous
important applications. Such porosimetry studies have been
carried out [12,16,17], but they all relied on the not yet
proven assumption that a single molecule-surface collision
is sufficient to interrupt the radiation process. The main
motivation of the present investigation is to check, under
controlled confinement conditions, if this statement is true.
The latter, suggested many years ago [18–22], leads to a
simple relation between the line shapes and widths and the
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confinement characteristics, but it was not yet demonstrated
experimentally.

For the experiments we used the thin cell shown in Fig. 1,
similar to previous ones (e.g., [23]) used for studies of confined
atomic vapors. It is composed of two well-polished crystalline
sapphire windows (20 × 30 mm2 and 2 mm thick) and of a
connected tube in order to pump it out or fill it with gas.
The windows are assembled in such a way that the distance
between them varies from practically zero to a few microns,
as indicated by the interference iridescence patterns in Fig. 1.
More details on the cell design can be found in [23].

This cell was inserted into the (pumped-out) sample com-
partment of a Bruker IFS 120 Fourier transform spectrometer
(FTS). It was localized at the focal point of the globar light
where the beam diameter, governed by the 1.2-mm-wide
iris used, is slightly greater than one millimeter (as visually
checked using the visible light source of the spectrometer). The
FTS was fitted with a globar source, a KBr beam splitter, and
an InSb detector. The maximum optical path difference was
set to 90 cm for a spectral resolution of 0.01 cm−1, and about
1800 scans were coadded (�20h of recording). The resulting
noise on the transmissions (ratios of recordings made with
CO2 gas and an empty cell) is about ±2 × 10−4. Experiments
were made at room temperature for pressures of about 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.4 atm, measured with an MKS Baratron gauge (accuracy
better than 0.3 mb in the investigated pressure range, checked
by comparing the readings of three gauges). High-purity CO2

gas was used. This species was retained because it is stable and
has, among all molecules considered in the HIgh-resolution
TRANsmission molecular absorption (HITRAN) database
[24], the most intense lines in the transparency region of the
cell windows. Five positions of the cell with respect to the light
beam were used for a study of the influence of the optical path
length (the confinement dimension) which varied between 0.17
and 1.15 μm. Note that the observed spectra are dominated by
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FIG. 1. The thin cell.

the narrow lines of “free” CO2 gas and do not show any broad
structure attributable to adsorbed molecules, contrary to what
was observed in a porous xerogel [12]. This is likely due to the
fact that we here probe confinements involving much smaller
surface-to-volume ratios, thanks to larger distances between
the walls and the use of well-polished (and not corrugated)
windows.

For the analysis of the spectra, the transmission at wave
number σ , for a pressure P and a temperature T, was written
as

τ (σ,P,T ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
Finst(σ − σ ′)exp[−α(σ ′,P ,T ,L)L]dσ ′,

(1)

where Finst is the FTS instrument function, L is the path length
within the cell, and α is the absorption coefficient. The latter
was computed by summing-up the contributions of all CO2

optical transitions � with Lorentz shapes i.e.,

α(σ,P,T ,L) = P
∑

lines �

S�(T )

π

�c
�(P,T ,L)

(σ − σ�)2 + �c
�(P,T ,L)2 , (2)

where σ�, S�, and �c
� are the position, integrated intensity,

and collisional half width at half maximum (HWHM) of line
�, respectively. The measured transmissions were fitted using
Eqs. (1) and (2) by floating L, σ�, and �c

� , while S� was fixed to
the values provided by the HITRAN database [24]. With this
approach, the path length and linewidths are thus determined
from the same recording, ensuring that they correspond to the
same localization in the cell (and thus the same thickness), a
result difficult to achieve if L is determined independently (by
interferometric means, for instance). Let us mention that the
fitted values of σ� are, within uncertainties and their scatter
from line to line, consistent with those given in [24]. In other
words, no spectral shift is detected as was the case for CO2 in a
porous xerogel [12]. The fits were carried using microwindows
around each retained line of CO2. In each of them, a quadratic
law (aσ 2 + bσ + c) multiplying the measured transmission
was introduced in order to correct for biases in the measured

FIG. 2. Transmissions near the P(16) line of the CO2 ν3 band at
0.19 atm for path lengths L = 0.17 and 0.41 μm (vertically shifted
by −0.002). The symbols are measured values while the red lines are
the calculated (fitted, see text) results.

100% transmission level. Altogether, 35 lines [from P(38)
to R(36) without the P(2), R(0), and R(2)] of the ν3 band
of 12C16O2 were retained because their absorptions are the
largest. Examples of such fits, plotted in Fig. 2, show a good
agreement between measured and calculated values. Despite
the noise on the spectra and the absorption weakness (down
to 0.2%), we thus expect reliable determinations of the optical
path lengths and linewidths.

This is confirmed, in Fig. 3, by the values of L retrieved
from the various CO2 transitions �, pressures P, and cell
positions, since the results are almost independent of both
� and P. However, a detailed look at the values shows that
there is, on average, a slight increase of L with P. The latter

FIG. 3. The upper panel shows the line intensities S� from [24].
The lower panel displays the retrieved path lengths L for five positions
of the cell with respect to the light beam as a function of the position
σ� of the CO2 line used (the three values for each σ� and cell position
were obtained for the three pressures).
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FIG. 4. Collisional half widths at half maximum (HWHMs) of
the P(16) line versus pressure. The symbols have been obtained for
L = 0.17 (blue squares), 0.41 (green triangles), and 1.15 μm (black
down triangles).

is probably due to the not full adequacy (see discussion after
Fig. 6) of the Lorentzian line shape [Eq. (2)] used to fit the data.
Nevertheless, this pressure dependence is moderate (typically
6% from the lowest to the highest pressure) and smaller than
the scatter from line to line and thus does not significantly
affect the determination of L. For the green triangles in Fig. 3,
for instance, the averaged values of L over all lines are 0.395,
0.411, and 0.419 μm for P = 0.10, 0.19, and 0.37 atm with
standard deviations of about 0.03 μm. Averaging the 105
values for each cell position then leads to quite accurate
determinations of the confinement size L (e.g., L̄ = 0.408 μm

with a standard deviation of 0.035 μm and a standard error of
0.003 μm for the green triangles in Fig. 3). Note that when all
cell positions are considered, the standard deviation over all
lines and pressures remains smaller than 15% of L.

As exemplified in Fig. 4 and observed previously [14,25],
the linewidths �c

� vary linearly with P, with an extrapolated
value at P = 0 that depends on L (while the slope practically
does not). They were thus fitted using the linear law

�c
�(P,T ,L) = �W

� (T ,L) + Pγ�(T ), (3)

in which the second term results from interactions between
CO2 molecules while the first one represents the effects of
collisions of the molecules on the cell windows.

Considering first the fitted values of γ�(T ), they are, despite
the noise on the spectra, in good agreement with the “usual”
collisional linewidths (for unconfined gas) as given in the
HITRAN data base [24] and measured in [26]. For instance,
the slopes of the three linear fits in Fig. 4 are only 5%
different from the free gas pressure broadening coefficient
given in [26]. As for �W

� (T ,L), the results show that they
are, within experimental errors, independent of the transition,
as observed for several gases inside a porous silica xerogel
[12]. The values of �W

� (T ,L) obtained from the 35 CO2

lines � have thus been averaged, leading to a final set of five
determinations of �W (T ,L) for L between 0.17 and 1.15 μm.
For the uncertainties (error bars) we retained twice the standard

error on the averaged values of �W and L for 
�W and 
L.
The latter was further increased by 8% of L, in order to
include the dispersion due to the above mentioned pressure
dependence and to take into account the uncertainties on
the line intensities S� used [24] in the fits of the spectra.
The (very) small errors affecting the pressure and temperature
measurements have been neglected.

In order to theoretically predict �W (T ,L), a simple model
can be developed, generalizing the developments made in
[12,15]. As shown in the Appendix, for a one-dimensional
confinement of length L, and for our specific experimental
conditions, the dipole autocorrelation function (ACF) for a
single absorption line can be written as

�(t,P ,T ) = exp(−γP t)

(
erf

[√
m

2kBT

L

t

]

− t

L

√
2kBT

πm

[
1 − exp

(
− m

2kBT

L2

t2

)])
, (4)

in which m is the molecular mass, kB the Boltzmann constant,
and erf(·) the error function. The first exponential term takes
into account the effects of CO2-CO2 interactions through the
free-gas broadening coefficient per unit pressure γ . Using
Eq. (4), one can compute the area-normalized line shape from

α(
ω,P,T ) = π−1Re

[∫ ∞

0
exp(−i
ωt)�(t,P ,T )dt

]
. (5)

The spectra predicted for various pressures can then be
treated as was done for the experimental ones in order to
retrieve the HWHM due to molecule-surface collisions. Things
can be even simpler if one approximates the ACF of Eq. (4)
by an exponential decay having the same slope at t = 0. One
then obtains

�app(t,P ,T ) = exp

{
−

[
1

L

√
2kBT

πm
+ Pγ

]
t

}
, (6)

which leads, through Eq. (5), to a Lorentzian line shape
in which the contribution of molecule-wall collisions to the
broadening is (here expressed in s−1, which can be converted
to cm−1 by dividing by 2πc)

�W (T ,L) = 1

L

√
2kBT

πm
= v̄⊥(T )

L
, (7)

where v̄⊥(T ) is the mean molecular speed along the axis
perpendicular to the cell windows. This result expresses the
fact that, within the assumed model, 1/�W is simply the
average time between successive molecule-window collisions.
Equations (4) and (5), and the much easier to use Eq. (7),
which can be generalized to two- and three-dimensional
situations [12,22], have the great interest, for optical probings,
of approximately but directly relating the broadening to the
confinement dimension.

The results of the two theoretical approaches are compared
with the measured values of �W in Fig. 5, showing a
satisfactory agreement. For a comparison based on numbers,
we have adjusted these values by the law �W (L) = A/L in
which A is the fitted parameter, unitless if L is expressed in
cm. Note that, consistently with Eq. (7), A can be converted
to speed units (cm/s) by multiplying it by 2πc. The fit of the
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FIG. 5. Line widths (HWHMs) due to collisions of the CO2

molecules with the cell windows as a function of the confinement
length. The full circles are experimentally determined values from
the present study while the open triangle was obtained from the
measurements of [26]. The red dashed line gives predictions of
Eq. (7) while the blue line was obtained from spectra computed
using Eqs. (4) and (5) for the three measured pressures and treated as
the experimental ones.

experimental values leads to A = (1.2 ± 0.15) × 10−7. while
that of the theoretical profile [Eqs. (4) and (5); blue line)
leads to A = (1.28 ± 0.06) × 10−7 (error bars being twice
the standard deviation). Finally the simple model of Eqs. (4),
(6), and (7) gives A = 1.0 × 10−7. The consistency between
these numbers (and particularly the first two) validates the
proposed model and thus the assumption of the full efficiency
of molecule-wall collisions. As for the difference (around
25%) between the A values deduced from the two models, it is a
consequence of the nonexponential behavior of the correlation
function in Eq. (4) as further discussed below.

Note that, up to now, we have neglected the influence of
the finite size of the infrared beam. In fact, the cell thickness
varying across the beam, the resulting absorption is an average
of line profiles associated with various optical paths and having
different linewidths due to different confinements. From the
five localizations of the beam in the cell and the associated
retrieved lengths L, the variation of the path length over the
beam radius (0.6 mm) is estimated to be of 25% at the most.
Numerical simulations using Lorentz line shapes, Eq. (7), and
L varying between 0.75L̄ and 1.25L̄, have then been carried
out. They show that the absorption averaged over the beam size
is practically identical to that calculated for the mean length L̄.
The influence of the averaging on the line area and line width
being smaller than 1% (in the worst case of L̄ = 0.15 μm),
the influence of the finite size of the beam can indeed be safely
neglected.

Coming back to the differences between the two theo-
retical curves in Fig. 5, they can be explained by the time
dependences of the dipole ACFs in Eqs. (4) and (6). Indeed,
Fig. 6(a) shows that they deviate from each other, Eq. (6)
underestimating the decay at short times although it has the
proper slope at t = 0. This underestimation results, in the

FIG. 6. (a) Dipole ACFs computed from Eq. (4) for CO2 at 296 K,
L = 0.2 μm, and γP = 0 (black circles). The dashed blue line is the
exponential decay giving the associated best fit and the full red line
shows the results of Eq. (6). (b) Line shapes computed from Eqs. (4)
and (5) (symbols) and corresponding Lorentzian fits (lines) for CO2 at
296 K, L = 0.2 μm,, γ = 0.1 cm−1/atm, and P = 0.02 atm (black
circles and full red line) and 0.1 atm (blue triangles and dashed black
line).

spectral domain, in a smaller value of �W (L) as can be
seen in Fig. 5. If we now consider the line shape, Fig. 6(b)
shows that deviations from the best-fitted Lorentzian profile
are important when the broadening due to molecule-surface
collisions is non-negligible when compared to that (Pγ )
resulting from molecule-molecule interactions. This can be
explained by looking at the prediction of Eq. (4) (circles) and
the best exponential decay fit (dashed blue curve) in Fig. 6(a).
Indeed, for large enough pressures, the decay induced by
the exp(−γP t) in Eq. (4) cuts off the region (t > 1000 ps)
where the ACF deviates from a pure exponential so that the
resulting profile is practically Lorentzian. On the opposite
side, at low pressures, the long-time behavior does play a
role. Since the ACF there decreases more slowly than its best
fit by an exponential decay, the resulting profile is narrower
than a Lorentzian with deviations reaching 10% of the peak
absorption for 0.02 atm (while they are smaller than 1% for
0.1 atm).

While we believe that the present study has proven that, for
thermal CO2 gas and a sapphire window, a single molecule-
surface collision interrupts the radiation process, the question
of how this happens remains open, i.e., is it due to adsorption,
to a strong dephasing of the rotating dipole, or to a change
in the rotational quantum number J?. Considering adsorption,
we think it does not play a significant role because the spectra
do not show any signature (seen in [12] for instance) of
adsorbed molecules. In other words (most) molecules quickly
bounce on the surface. As for the dephasing process, it should
be very efficient in order to scramble the phase enough to
destroy the coherence of the rotating dipole. If one considers
intermolecular collisions, this dephasing leads, in the spectral
domain, to a shifting of the absorption lines. Nevertheless, it
is well known that for most molecular systems this shift is
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much smaller than the line broadening (about two orders of
magnitude for CO2 in the ν3 band [24]), the latter mainly
resulting from collision-induced changes of the rotational
speed. We thus believe that for molecule-surface collisions this
is also the case and that the broadening observed in this paper
is due to the fact the interaction of a molecule with the surface
efficiently changes to rotational quantum number J. This is
consistent with what was derived from a previous analysis of
gases confined in a xerogel sample [27]. Another issue is the
generality of the full efficiency of molecule-surface collisions
to interrupt the radiation process. At this stage, our guess is
that it is valid for many other systems, except probably for
very “soft” surfaces (with which molecules interact through a
weak and slowly varying anisotropic interaction potential) or
very high rotational states (i.e., “super-rotors” [28] spinning so
quickly that they become almost insensitive to the anisotropy
of the molecule-surface interaction). In connection with these
issues, an extension of the present work would be to study
the influences of the molecular mass and of the temperature
in order to further assess the validity of Eqs. (4) and (7). In
addition, studying the deviations of the observed line shapes
from the Lorentzian profile would obviously provide more
detailed information on molecule-wall collisions. However,
while the signal-to-noise ratio of the FTS spectra enabled
sufficiently accurate determinations of the path length and
line-broadening using the extremely intense lines of the CO2 ν3

band, it is too limited for such studies. Indeed, other molecular
species (e.g., CH4, H2O, CO, OCS) with different masses have
significantly smaller [24] line intensities than CO2 which make
their absorptions too small for reliable analyses with a FTS.
Similarly, the non-Lorentzian effects are expected [Fig. 6(b)]
to be in practise within the noise of FTS spectra. A way to
overcome these limitations, currently under investigation, may
be to use tunable lasers which emit radiation in the relevant
3–5 μm region. Note that the crystalline sapphire of the cell
windows is transparent in the 0.16–6.5 μm range, and is thus
adapted for such studies.

The research was conducted in the scope of the International
Associated Laboratory IRMAS (CNRS France and SCS
Armenia).

APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE DIPOLE
CORRELATION IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL

CONFINED MOLECULAR GAS

We here present a semiclassical treatment that leads, in
the proper limit, to the expression of the dipole correlation
function as given by Eq. (4). This treatment generalizes early
calculations [19–22] by taking into account both molecule-
molecule and molecule-wall collisions. Meanwhile, it will
be shown that the present model is strictly equivalent to that
developed in [29] in the frequency domain, instead of working
in the time-domain as in [15].

We consider a molecular gas confined between two infinite
parallel planar walls located at x = ±L/2 and look at the
spectrum at angular frequencies ω close to an isolated
transition centered at ω0. Classically, a radiative dipole will
emit, in the direction +x of the detector, a plane wave, damped

by the effects of molecule-molecule collisions, and given by

exp[−γ (vx)P t] exp[i(ω − ω0 − kvx)t], (A1)

where vx is the radiator velocity component along the wave
propagation direction, k = 2π/λ is the amplitude of the wave
vector, and kvx is the Doppler shift. γ (vx)P is the velocity-
dependent collisional width due to molecule-molecule interac-
tions at the considered pressure P. In the following we neglect
the small (e.g., [30]) velocity dependence of the linewidth
so that γ (vx) becomes the “usual” collisional broadening
coefficient γ . We also assume that the interactions between
the molecules do not, on average, change the value of vx and
that any collision with the windows of the cell interrupts the
radiative process. We must then distinguish two classes of
velocity, namely, vx > 0 and vx < 0.

Starting from Eq. (A1), the emitted field due to all the
molecules moving in the +x direction is proportional to:∫ +∞

0
dvxfMB(vx)

1

L

∫ +L/2

−L/2
dx

∫ (L/2−x)/vx

0
dte−�t , (A2)

where x is the position of a molecule at t = 0, fMB(vx) is the
Bolzmann distribution for the vx velocity component, and we
introduced the complex quantity � = γP − i(ω − ω0 − kvx).
Similarly, the contribution of the molecules moving in the
opposite direction is given by∫ 0

−∞
dvxfMB(vx)

1

L

∫ +L/2

−L/2
dx

∫ (L/2+x)/vx

0
dte−�t . (A3)

At that step, and in order to go further, two paths can
be followed: In the first one, the integrals over x and t are
explicitly calculated, leading, from the sum of the positive and
negative velocity contributions, to the following line profile:∫ +∞

−∞
dvxfMB(vx)

1

�

{
1 − |vx |

�L
[1 − exp(−�L/|vx |)]

}
. (A4)

It should be emphasized that Eq. (A4) is exactly that derived
from Bloch equations in [29], for instance. It was then used
later on for studies on confined atomic vapors (e.g., [9,10]).

Here, rather than working in the frequency domain, we
prefer to first change the integration ranges in Eq. (A2) from

vx ∈ [0, + ∞], t ∈ [0,(L/2 − x)/vx]

to

t ∈ [0, + ∞], vx ∈ [0,(L/2 − x)/t],

with quite similar changes in (A3). We then obtain the
following expression of the line shape:∫ +∞

0
dtei(ω−ω0)t e−γP t 1

L

∫ +L/2

−L/2
dx

×
∫ (L/2−x)/t

−(L/2+x)/t

dvxfMB(vx)e−ikvx t , (A5)

which can be also written, using parity considerations, as∫ +∞

0
dtei(ω−ω0)t e−γP t 1

L

∫ +L/2

−L/2
dx

×
∫ (L/2−x)/t

−(L/2+x)/t

dvxfMB(vx) cos(kvxt). (A6)
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Important orders of magnitude. First of all, let us note that
our experimental conditions are not at all those of [9,10].
In these studies, the cell length L was of the order of (or
higher than) the wavelength λ and the width γP was much
smaller than the Doppler broadening, allowing the observation
of sub-Doppler features. In our conditions, L is much smaller
than λ, and γP is from about 5 to 15 times larger than the
Doppler width. It is thus not surprising that such very different

conditions lead to very different experimental features. Here,
in the integral over vx in Eq. (A6), vxt is, at worst, of the
order of L, and since L � λ one can approximate cos(kvxt)
by 1. In other words, there is a complete Dicke effect which
completely cancels the role of the Doppler shifts and of the
resulting transient effects. We will not develop here the end of
the calculation leading to Eq. (4), since it can be found in [15]
where the Doppler contribution was a-priori omitted.
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